Hospital sees a large number of people, healthy or ill, going in and out everyday. Entrance is one of the most crucial places in the hospital as everyone need to pass through. Hikvision offers comprehensive and effective temperature screening solution for such scenario.

01 Entrance Temperature Screening & Security Surveillance

Visualized Bi-spectrum Live View

The visualized bi-spectrum (thermal & optical) live view provides both temperature measurement and basic surveillance at the same time.

Tripod mounting and simple wiring make for easy installation and use.
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Value-added Choices

Mask Detection & Intuitive Demonstration

With DeepinMind NVRs and thermal cameras, users will enjoy additional functions:
1) Mask Detection
2) Intuitive Demonstration
3) Search by Picture

Local Storage and Information Recording

With HikCentral Professional, users will enjoy additional functions:
1) Local storage with pStor
2) Identity information can be registered upon detection of abnormal temperatures
3) The data can be intuitively displayed and easily exported

02 Entrance Wireless Temperature Screening

Easy Connection, Cable Free

Hand-held thermographic camera can be used at the entrance to do temporary temperature screening with another line if there are too many people waiting.

Typical Application
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